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design brief
Condiments are never the star of the show: they’re what goes on the side.
Design a campaign to celebrate the 150th anniversary of Heinz, and spark the next 150 years of brand love. 

Introduce a new audience to Heinz – and make existing brand lovers feel confirmed in their behaviors 
because they’re seeing things they already know but in a new light. 
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research process
The process:
My research consisted of gathering key information about Heinz and their ketchup, 
mind–mapping, and creating multiple moodboards referencing Heinz ads, their target audience, and other 
successful campaigns. 

I discovered that Heinz uses three words to describe their brand: simple, proud, and premium. 
I wanted to continue to use the words that Heinz uses to represent their brand. I decided to 
keep the words simple and proud. However, I added the word surprising. I wanted my designs 
to be consistent with their brand while still showing something out of the ordinary, something 
that would be surprising. 



heinz ads
I created a moodboard of different Heinz ads that stood out to me. I wanted to better understand 
their brand visually, and how they portray their company in advertisements. I found a pattern of very 
simplistic ads, commonly using a single graphic or image paired with a strong phrase. Of course they 
also utilized their strong red color as well. 
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target audience
I created a moodboard to represent Heinz’s target audience. I represented them by showing both 
pictures of what the people would look like, and what some textures they are familiar with would 
look like. Their target audience ranges from single adults to families with children. They would enjoy 
using ketchup at cookouts, going to restaurants that provide Heinz ketchup, and giving their kids 
Heinz ketchup to use to make food better!
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social media campaigns
I created a moodboard to represent Heinz’s target audience. I represented them by showing 
both pictures of what the people would look like, and what some textures they are familiar with 
would look like. Their target audience ranges from single adults to families with children.  
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sketches & process work
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final designs



bus stop poster



bus stop poster



outdoor wall billboard



outdoor wall billboard



computer desktop
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wall picture



wall picture



heinz app



heinz app



retail presence



gallery artwork



gallery artwork



150TH ANNIVERSARY IT HAS TO BE HEINZ.
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concluding statement

campaign goal
The goal of this campaign is to bring a different image to Heinz, one that can expand off of their existing 
advertisements. I wanted to create a simple, proud, and surprising campaign that would attract more 
people to the iconic Heinz brand. 

intended consumer action
This campaign was completed with the intention that consumers would want to participate with their 
own “ketchup face”. I created the photobooth section of the app so that consumers would be able to 
take their own pictures and edit them with their own unique ketchup design. I incorporated this type 
of interaction into one of my store displays as well. The idea was that shoppers could come up to the 
screen and see a real time image of themselves that they could actively draw on and take a picture of. 
These pictures would be posted and spread on social media with the hashtag, #ketchupface! I believe 
the elements I have created will bring more attention to the Heinz brand, and will bring a new audience 
while confirming their current customers have made the right choice for 150 iconic years. 


